Physiologic autonomic arousal heralds motor manifestations of seizures in nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy: implications for pathophysiology.
This study describes changes in heart rate (HR) and HR variability (HRV) related to clinical onset of seizures in nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE) in order to determine whether signs of autonomic activation precede onset of seizure motor manifestations, which was selected as seizure onset (SO). Further, to clarify the nature (epileptic or physiologic) of the changes in autonomic cardiac control presumed to precede SO, time-dependent variations in HR and HRV related to physiological cortical arousals associated with motor activity (phases of transitory activation, PAT) were also investigated. HR and HRV spectral power, quantified by means of wavelet transform, were analyzed in relation to the onset of motor manifestations in 45 NFLE seizures and 45 PAT derived from whole night video-polysomnographic recordings of ten patients and of ten control subjects, respectively. Analysis of HRV showed a shift of sympathetic/parasympathetic cardiac control toward a sympathetic predominance in the 10s immediately preceding SO, while changes in HR were evident only one second before SO. This sympathetic activation was not associated with a sleep-wake transition or changes in respiratory activity, both of which occurred concurrently with SO. Similar changes in HR and HRV were observed in the 10s before the motor and electroencephalographic onset of PAT. Our study demonstrates that a similar autonomic activation precedes the motor manifestations of NFLE seizures and physiological arousal. This autonomic activation could represent part of the arousal response, which could be implicated in the occurrence of both seizure and arousal motor manifestations.